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SignCommand.com Announces Free Animation Templates 

Every SignCommand.com account will now have access to free and easy to use cloud based customizable 

animated graphics for LED signs. 

CLANTON, AL— (December 22, 2017) - SignCommand has just launched the ability for clients to access, 

from any device on any operating system, and from anywhere in the world, exclusive and eye-catching 

animating templates for digital LED signs. The technology experts at SignCommand have masterminded 

an easy-to-use platform to animate plain text into compelling messages by using the Unity 3D video 

game engine inside of any web browser.  

Now the clients of SignCommand will have the ability to bring basic text to life with a few keystrokes. As 

always with SignCommand.com, all updates are available immediately; no downloading or software 

updates required.  In the past, it would require a specific technical skill set to animate text on LED signs 

or cost organizations money to outsource requests. The professionals at SignCommand state that the 

only skill required to use this new animation software is the skill of typing.  

With animation templates, each user can control individual aspects of the text to make truly unique and 

personalized graphics. Users can now change text size, font, color, and speed of the animation in any 

browser easily and effectively.  Once the animated text is complete, it can be immediately sent to a 

digital LED sign or scheduled for a certain day and time. 

This unique technology cannot be found anywhere else. Every SignCommand clients’ digital sign now 

has even greater capability to catch the attention of everyone passing by with this new animated 

capability. Animation templates from SignCommand.com will turn heads towards visually attention-

grabbing messages on digital signs throughout the country.  

Animation templates by SignCommand are developed by EBSCO Sign Group, LLC, based in Clanton, AL 

which is a subsidiary of EBSCO Industries in Birmingham, AL, a top 200 privately held corporation. If you 

would like more information about animation templates, please visit 

https://www.signcommand.com/animation-templates/. 
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